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Discussion Guide
Is thIs all there Is?
ConneCtIng: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your 
group with a way of connecting with one another so that 
you might partner in the work god is doing in your lives.)   

• in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 
what ways did you respond to him?

• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 
ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?

• how honest have you been with us? 
(graciously thank group members for their 
honesty if they state they have held back.) 

gettIng started: 
10 minutes

• do you believe it is possible for religion in general, 
christianity specifically, to have a relevant place in 
modern society? could you explain? why might this 
be an important question to consider? 

dIvIng Into the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, discuss the modern question 
concerning the modern relevance of christianity.  

• one of the big questions we ask is whether what 

we see and experience is all there is. our present 
postmodern society responds that what we see is 
all we have. we have to make the best of it. read 1 
corinthians 15.1-8, 20-22. what is christianity’s 
answer to this life question? what are the various 
aspects of this answer? seek to find as many in the 
text as possible.  

• take some time to compare and contrast these 
two answers. how are they alike? how are they 
different?  

• think for a moment about the trajectories created 
by these two answers. how might each answer lead 
us to navigate relationships? the search for purpose 
and meaning? the pursuit of joy? the experience of 
suffering?  

• consider the longings in your heart related to these 
areas? what is your deepest desire? which answer 
to this life question most effectively leads you to the 
fulfillment of these desires? how might this be the 
case? 

• considering the differing answers and the paths they 
create, to which answer to people most often turn? 
why might this be the case?  

• what might it look like to turn to christianity’s 
answer in such a way that it became relevant to all 
of life? what, if anything, keeps us from making this 
response?  

• consider closing your time as a group by praying for 
god’s wisdom and grace as we explore as a family of 
faith the relevance of christianity?  



Context and BaCkground
relevanCe of ChrIstIanIty

to be relevant means that what is in view is closely related 
or appropriate to what is being done or thought about. in 
other words, something which is relevant is more than a 
matter of contemporary interest but a matter which gives 
meaning to our present lives. more and more, our culture 
is coming to the decision that christianity, and religion as 
a whole, does not fit within this definition.  
the shift in western culture’s view of religion came as 
a combined result of the enlightenment and industrial 
revolution. as scientists began to understand the 
workings of the world around them and as people were 
able to move beyond a subsistence-based society by 
manufacturing their own goods thus creating a measure 
of security, people gradually began to question the 
need for or even existence of god. anthropologists and 
psychologists liken this changing view to the casting away 
of a child’s security blanket. up to this point, religion 
had provided a measure of security and peace of mind as 
people faced stressors beyond their control, such as a 
failed crop or sudden illness. in this world, god served 
as the safety net for life. however, when the need for 
such a safety net disappeared, so too did the need for 
god or religion. it was no longer relevant for everyday 
life except perhaps to aid one in finding a measure of 
relaxation or stress reduction.  
as this shift began to happen, philosophers struggled 
with western civilization’s sudden putting down of 
religion, questioning its relevance. perhaps the most 
famous philosopher to do so was friedrich nietzsche in 
his oft-quoted, oft-misunderstood statement that “god 
is dead.” in his work, the gay science published in 1882, 
nietzsche wrote: 
god is dead. God remains dead. and we have killed him. 
how shall we comfort ourselves, the murderers of all 
murderers? what was holiest and miGhtiest of all that the 
world has yet owned has bled to death under our knives: 
who will wipe this blood off us? what water is there for 
us to clean ourselves? what festivals of atonement, what 
sacred Games shall we have to invent? is not the Greatness 
of this deed too Great for us? must we ourselves not 
become Gods simply to appear worthy of it?—the Gay 
science, 125, the madman 
while the common belief is that nietzsche was “killing 
god,” this is not the case. nietzsche was recognizing 
western culture’s abandonment of religion and was 
agonizing over the consequences. without religion, 

nietzsche reasoned, western society lacked a higher moral 
order which had previously given meaning and order to 
society. without this higher order, nietzsche feared society 
would plunge into chaos. while not arguing for religion, 
nietzsche recognized that religion, particularly christianity 
had served as more than a safety blanket for people. it had 
somehow given meaning to society, as a whole.  
some philosophers were unprepared to wrestle with 
nietzsche’s observation because they were unwilling to 
recognize the shifting culture around them, unwilling 
to admit that people were letting go of god. some 
philosophers, like albert camus, argued that the cultural 
shift nietzsche recognized was inconsequential. in his 
article, the myth of sisyphus, camus argued that life was, 
in reality, absurd, without any real meaning. he used the 
greek myth of sisyphus because in it sisyphus experiences 
an eternal existence where he repeatedly pushes a rock up 
a hill only to have it come down again. in the face of such 
absurdity, religion might comfort people, but camus posited 
religion was itself an absurd illusion. either god did not 
exist or, in light of the pain and suffering present in the 
world, he was a poor excuse for a god. camus thought that 
people could lead a good moral life without the existence 
of a divine being and the threat of wrath. however, camus 
also noted that suicide posed a severe problem to his view of 
the world. if the world and life within it was truly absurd, 
of no meaning, then the only real option was suicide. it was 
therefore up to man to imagine sisyphus as happy; that is, 
people were to make their own meaning out of a meaningless 
life. however, as camus himself recognized, this was 
problematic. implicitly, camus, like nietzsche, recognized 
that to lose religion was in part to lose one’s ability to 
navigate life because religion had served as a moral compass 
and source of meaning.  
subsequent philosophers have continued camus’ line of 
thought, arguing that meaning is needed in life and that 
man, on his own, can supply this meaning, creating his own 
reality. this has led to the development of what is often 
referred to as postmodernism, but in fact one might more 
correctly refer to this line of thinking as postchristian, a 
world where christianity no longer provides a framework 
for meaning.  
it is apparent that christianity, at least up until the 
late-19th century, provided more than a safety blanket 
for society, proving relevant in providing meaning and 
direction. although, anthropologists are most likely 
correct in their understanding of the underlying reasons 
for the modern setting aside of religion. the real question 



is whether religion, particularly christianity, can 
provide more than a safety blanket but serve once more 
as a framework for life, providing guidance and meaning 
for the modern individual. this question can perhaps be 
best considered in approaching christianity through the 
lens of worldview rather than specific doctrines which 
the modern person can disregard. one’s worldview 
consists of how one answers the major questions of life, 
the underlying narrative which guides and directs one’s 
thought. the modern, nihilistic worldview espoused 
by modern philosophers provides specific answers to 
these major questions and these might be compared with 
answers to the same questions provided by christianity. 
in this comparison, one can then evaluate christianity not 
just on its ability to comfort but in its ability to make 
better sense of the world in which we live. 

The Text
I Corinthians 15.1-8: 
Do all men stay dead?
in his first letter to corinth, paul sought to unite 
factions which had been created within the church. some 
of these factions had come into existence due to lingering 
attachments to former leaders (1 corinthians 1.10-
17). however, it appears that the largest issue among 
these factions was a hyper-spiritualized understanding of 
christianity which had led to practical issues in daily life 
and worship. for example, worship had become chaotic 
(1 corinthians 12-14) and one person was sexually 
intimate with his step-mother (1 corinthians 5). 
in chapter 15, paul addresses the effects the 
corinthian’s hyper-spiritualized approach to faith had 
upon the essential truths of the gospel, particularly the 
resurrection of jesus. some in the church had begun to 
question the reality of a corporeal (bodily) resurrection. 
paul addresses this belief, noting the logical conclusion 
of such an approach, the very denial of resurrection for 
all people.  
paul begins his argument by reaffirming that the 
corporeal resurrection of jesus was part of the gospel 
he had preached among the corinthians. paul reminds 
the corinthians that he had preached a gospel which they 
had received and chosen to base their lives. he reminded 
them the gospel was applicable as a foundation for life 
because it saved (rescued) life in the present, not just the 
future; that is, the gospel made a meaningful difference 
in everyday life. this was the case only insofar as the 
corinthians held firmly (based their lives) upon this 

gospel, something they were not now doing. 
paul reduces the gospel to its bare bones in an effort to 
remind the corinthians of his message. it is clear in his 
other letters that paul believed the gospel was rooted in a 
larger narrative. therefore, we should not understand his 
statements here to negate the rest of the gospel narrative 
which reaches back to creation itself. rather, we must 
understand paul to be assuming knowledge of this narrative 
by the corinthians. however, at its core, the gospel focused 
upon the objective death of jesus as a means of atoning for 
mankind’s sin. this was in keeping with god’s revealed 
purposes in scripture. while unstated, paul most likely 
has in mind passages like isaiah 53 and hosea 6. second, 
the death jesus died was a real death necessitating a burial. 
finally, the gospel was the message that god had raised 
jesus, returning him to life and that this resurrection was 
corporeal and witnessed first-hand first by peter and 
then the rest of the disciples. at this point, paul provides 
information not found in the four gospels, noting that 
jesus had physically appeared to a large crowd of believers, 
many of whom were still alive, and that he had appeared to 
james and the initial larger group of believers, probably in 
jerusalem (acts 1.15). paul even declares that although 
not born in time to experience jesus in his earthly ministry, 
he too had physically encountered jesus indicating jesus’ 
continued corporeal existence. paul’s point in the listing of 
these sightings is less about proof, although it may be taken 
as such, but as reason for the gospel tradition concerning 
jesus’ resurrection.  
paul addresses those who argue against jesus’ physical 
resurrection with arguments of logic to demonstrate the 
absurdity of faith without a physical resurrection. he 
then argues positively that the physical resurrection of 
jesus means that such a resurrection might be experienced 
by people of faith. he speaks of jesus’ resurrection as a 
firstfruit; that is, it is a sign of more to come. paul notes 
this is possible because as with adam, jesus made a way for 
people to live. adam’s way led to death. however, as seen 
in the resurrection, jesus’ way led to life and life after 
death. therefore, people who chose the life jesus offered 
them were certain to experience the resurrection jesus had 
experienced.   

real lIfe wIth Blake:
is christianity still relevant? as a pastor, i would like 
to argue that it is. after all, my livelihood depends on it! 
however, i am increasingly encountering a belief that it is not. 
christianity at its best was a safety blanket for those who 



the struggle is to live within this larger narrative. in our 
culture, i feel the constant nihilistic draw in my urge to throw 
up my hands and just give up every time i open up the paper 
lately, or to give up on myself as i experience my own trials. 
if all i will ever have is greater and greater pain from my 
degenerative arthritis, why go on living? let’s end it now. 
however, if there is more than what i see around me, then 
life is and can be about something more. it is possible not only 
to see the possibility of this more, but it is possible to begin to 
experience it, now.
real lIfe wIth you:
is this all that there is? pain. suffering. political fighting. 
relational struggles. is there more to life? our culture says 
this is all we have. we live. we die. no more. we have what 
we have and we have to make the best of it. sometimes that is 
easier said than done. how do you make the best of the mess 
that is the world around us? christianity has an answer. the 
answer is that there is more to life. we live. we die. we can 
live again. in other words, there is more to life than what we 
see, something better than what we see. with this answer to 
one of life’s fundamental question we find space to reframe 
and reorient ourselves and our lives because we are part 
of a larger narrative not responsible for creating our own 
narrative.  
so, what are we to do? are we to believe culture’s nihilistic 
claim that this mess is all we’ve got or are we to hold to a 
different story, a story called resurrection? philosophically, 
we could consider this question by asking whether it is possible 
to truly experience things such as joy, happiness, or even real 
relationships apart from the christian narrative. however, 
we need more than reason. we need experience. how do we 
experience the reality of resurrection? we look to jesus, the 
first to rise from the dead, the image of what life can be, what 
life is for those who choose his path. we ponder jesus and in 
our pondering we find hope. we see physical proof of a larger 
narrative, a narrative which we are invited to join. hope is 
something we can experience. we may also consider our 
longing, our longing for something more. we long for more 
than what is. we long for something bigger. from where does 
this longing come? is it simply wishful thinking or could it be 
that there is something more for which we were made? ponder 
this longing and consider whether christianity makes the most 
sense of this longing.
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did not understand their world. now that we have mastered 
our world, we no longer need a god to help us make sense of 
life and all of which it consists. at least, this is what i have 
been told. life is what you make it, a blank canvas ready to be 
filled with whatever meaning you wish to supply. it sounds 
wonderful. i would like to be able to make life as i see fit. 
there is only one problem. it doesn’t work.  
underneath the postmodern approach of “life is what you 
make it” is something called nihilism. nihilism is just a fancy 
word which refers to the idea that life is devoid of meaning. 
if life has no meaning, it is therefore up to people to fill it 
with meaning. however, when people fill life with competing 
meanings it leads to more than its share of problems as people 
push and pull for a life which is being infringed by the lives 
of others. nihilism comes from the idea that this life is all 
we have and when we look at it honestly, it doesn’t make any 
sense. life is basically absurd. in other words, nihilism looks 
at life and answers one of the most fundamental of questions 
negatively and it leads to a negative view of life. when asked 
if this life is all there is, nihilism says “yes, and isn’t it a big 
fat mess?” 
i bump into people who are essentially nihilists every day. so 
do you. they are people who see that this life we have is all 
we have. if this is all we have then you have to make the most 
of what you have. the problem is how to make something out 
of the life you have because this life is a big fat mess. there 
is political mess with north korea. there is emotional, 
financial, and physical mess with hurricane harvey. there 
is an anxious mess with hurricane irma. shall we go on to 
address the 1/3 of all children who have been sexually abused 
or the veterans who are suffering with ptsd? we are only 
just hitting the tip of the iceberg. life is a mess. how do you 
make something meaningful and fulfilling out of such a mess? 
we can seek pleasure and safety, but to do so we must use 
and abuse others thus robbing us of the most essential desire 
for relationship, and in the end, we mess much of the pleasure 
and safety we pursue. in all of this, i hear, christianity is no 
longer relevant! i wonder. 
christianity also answers the question we all ask. is this all 
there is? christianity says, “no. there can be life after death.” 
because there can be life after death, there can be life before 
death. life after death means this is not all there is. yes, there 
is pain. yes, there is suffering. yes, it is hard to make sense of it 
all. however, life is not only these things. there is something 
beyond these things, something better. while some argue this 
is escapist thinking, it is the only kind of thinking that makes 
space for peace, joy, and relationships in our world. it creates 
space for reframing our experience within a larger narrative 
rather than seeking to write our own narrative.  


